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Abstract: Tropical Cyclones (TCs) and Easterly Waves (EWs) are the most important phenomena
in Tropical North America. Thus, examining their future changes is crucial for adaptation and
mitigation strategies. The Community Earth System Model drove a three-member regional model
multi-physics ensemble under the Representative Concentration Pathways 8.5 emission scenario for
creating four future scenarios (2020–2030, 2030–2040, 2050–2060, 2080–2090). These future climate
runs were analyzed to determine changes in EW and TC features: rainfall, track density, contribution
to seasonal rainfall, and tropical cyclogenesis. Our study reveals that a mean increase of at least 40%
in the mean annual TC precipitation is projected over northern Mexico and southwestern USA. Slight
positive changes in EW track density are projected southwards 10◦ N over the North Atlantic Ocean
for the 2050–2060 and 2080–2090 periods. Over the Eastern Pacific Ocean, a mean increment in the
EW activity is projected westwards across the future decades. Furthermore, a mean reduction by
up to 60% of EW rainfall, mainly over the Caribbean region, Gulf of Mexico, and central-southern
Mexico, is projected for the future decades. Tropical cyclogenesis over both basins slightly changes in
future scenarios (not significant). We concluded that these variations could have significant impacts
on regional precipitation.

Keywords: tropical cyclones; easterly waves; future changes in rainfall; changes in tropical
cyclogenesis

1. Introduction

Tropical Cyclones (TCs) are widely known worldwide for their destructive effects on
the continental landmass and the high economic losses associated with their passages [1].
For instance, TCs are linked with 86.5% of the annual disaster costs in Mexico, where
the main hazard is the heavy rainfall they produced [2]. Dominguez et al. [3] show that
disaster costs in Mexico remarkably depend on natural variability, such as ENSO, because
the national social vulnerability is high. Tropical storms or even tropical depressions can
produce such huge amounts of rainfall that one single event can increase the chances of
disaster occurrence. However, TCs also play an important role as moisture carriers for arid
and semiarid regions, where they can contribute up to 30% of the accumulated seasonal
rainfall and help to ameliorate water scarcity [4]. In that sense, exploring future regional
changes in TC features (e.g., rainfall and frequency) is considered necessary for water
availability projections and domestic decision makers.

Future scenarios for tropical cyclone activity reveal different results that depend on
the basin, model configuration, representation of ocean-air feedback, periods of study,
and the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) that were considered, among
others [5–8]. For example, Bacmeister et al. [9] and Wehner et al. [10] explored high-
resolution simulations from the Community Atmosphere Model and found that while
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high-resolution models do not largely improve simulated climate, interannual variability
of TCs is better simulated. Recently, Bacmeister et al. [11] used the Community Earth
System Model (CESM) at a 28 km spatial resolution and determined that TC activity
globally decreases in the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 future scenarios. Apart from that, the High
Resolution Model Intercomparison Project (HighResMIP v1.0) was created in 2016 as a
coordinated effort among several international centers to investigate the impact of increased
horizontal resolution based on multimodel ensembles and is part of the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Experiment Phase 6 (CMIP6) [12]. The main goal of HighResMIP v1.0 is
to determine the dynamical and physical mechanisms that lead to differences in model
simulations, which, in the end, will foster confidence in model skill or help to understand
model constraints [12].

As part of HighResMIP v1.0, Bao et al. [13] recently experimented with increasing
horizontal resolution from 1.0◦ to 0.25◦ on one General Climate Model (GCM), called
CAS FGOALS-f3-H, in 2020. It was found that this model produced more long-lived TCs
in all basins from 2001–2010, when compared with 1.0◦ spatial resolution simulations.
Additionally, Roberts et al. [14,15] explored the future TC activity in a high-resolution
multimodel ensemble from HighResMIP. It is important to mention that these studies are
among the first to use high-resolution GCMs to analyze future changes in TCs. They found
that an increase in the model’s spatial resolution leads to a decrease in negative density
bias, mainly over the North Atlantic (NATL) and Eastern Pacific (EPAC) Oceans. These
results also show that TC activity over the NATL will decrease, and tracks over EPAC will
experience a poleward shift in the future (2020–2050).

Interestingly, Knutson et al. [16] previously found similar results over NATL using a
regional climate model (RCM) based on CMIP3 and CMIP5 scenarios: a decrease (~20%)
in TC frequency, similar to the results found by Roberts et al. [14], and an increase (~60%
on average) in TC intensity. However, the results for future TC activity over EPAC are
inconsistent. While GCMs from CMIP5 show a reduction in frequency, RCM outputs point
out an increase over this basin [8]. In terms of rainfall, Knutson et al. [17,18] analyzed some
studies that explored rainfall-rate change for NATL and EPAC and determined that TC
rainfall will increase ~5–25% in both basins by the end of the century. The latter results
from an increase in the large-scale atmospheric water vapor content, tropospheric and
oceanic warming.

It is worth mentioning that until now, several research questions regarding changes
in features of tropical phenomena (i.e., TC precipitation or tropical-wave-related rainfall)
have been only addressed by the RCM experiments, focusing on specific basins. Although
HighResMIP can provide valuable information about future changes in TCs due to the
high spatial resolution, it would be ideal to compare the high-resolution GCM outputs
with RCM simulations. In this sense, this comparison will let us understand to what extent
RCMs can still produce advantageous projections of changes in tropical phenomena. This
information could inform future tasks of the Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling
Experiment, known as CORDEX.

Easterly Waves (EWs), commonly known as tropical-depression-type waves, are
Rossby wave-like disturbances over the tropics that can be precursors of TCs [19]. These
waves propagate westwards and last up to 6 days over NATL [20] and up to 8 days over
EPAC [21]. Over the NATL basin, two waveguides can be distinguished: one to the south
of 10◦ N (hereafter southern waveguide) and the other to the north, around 15◦ N (hereafter
northern waveguide); each playing different roles in tropical cyclogenesis [22]. Overall, it
has been found that ~50% and ~70% of TCs from NATL and EPAC originate from EWs,
respectively [23–25]. Apart from being important for tropical cyclogenesis, EWs are also
relevant moisture carriers for the tropics because they can contribute up to 60% of seasonal
accumulated rainfall over Tropical North America (TNA) [25]. However, this role has been
less explored than the heavy rainfall produced by TCs.

Moreover, most EW studies have focused on exploring the relationship between EWs
and the West Africa monsoon [26,27]. For example, Martin and Thorncroft [28] found
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that CMIP5 models have problems capturing EW propagation, maintenance, and growth
mechanisms over the west African coast and concluded that high-resolution models can
better represent EW dynamics. Furthermore, Kebe et al. [29] explained that a projected
reduction in the EW activity impacts the seasonal summer precipitation over West Africa
for the 2080–2099 period. However, future changes in EW rainfall over the TNA remain
unexplored. Consequently, no studies investigate how EW rainfall over TNA will change
in the future under climate change conditions. Having this information is crucial for local
stakeholders and farmers that will struggle with climate-change effects.

The main objective of this study is to explore future changes in the rainfall produced
by TCs and EWs over TNA using a regional climate simulation ensemble under a future
climate scenario. Our emphasis is on analyzing the response of the tropical phenomena
characteristics to different representations of large-scale forcing rather than investigating
the full set of possible future scenarios. In this sense, our three-member ensemble forced
by only one GCM does not sample the full range of future possibilities due to different
emission scenarios, internal GCM variability, or diverse ocean responses to radiative forcing.
This study investigates potential changes in tropical cyclogenesis, TC rainfall, and EW
rainfall, as well as their contribution to summer rainfall (defined here as accumulated
precipitation from May to November) of the current climate represented by the 1990–2000
decade, along with two near future decades (2020–2030, 2030–2040) and two far future
decades (2050–2060, 2080–2090), by using a three-member ensemble. The results of this
study can be relevant for regional climate change adaption strategies in most countries
from Latin America. We use dynamical downscaling to provide detailed information about
TC and EW characteristics that coarse spatial resolution GCMs could miss (e.g., structure,
evolution, and their impact on regional climate). An RCM grid spacing of 36 km has been
demonstrated to represent adequately tropical synoptic circulations and features [7]. Some
studies show that RCMs realistically captured spatial distribution, evolution, generation,
and organized convection of EWs [30,31]. The latter indicates that RCMs can provide
valuable regional information about TC and EW frequency changes and their associated
rainfall.

The next section describes the reanalysis data and observed tracks for TCs over NATL
and EPAC. The method used to attribute rainfall to TCs and EWs, regional climate model
configuration, and criteria for tracking tropical phenomena in the RCM outputs are also
discussed. Section 3 analyzes the future changes in seasonal rainfall produced by EWs
and TCs over TNA. Future changes in the rate of TCs that originate from EWs are also
presented. Finally, the summary and conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Reanalysis, TC Tracks, and Tropical Rainfall Attribution

ERAInterim (ERAI) is available from 1979 to 2019 and has a T255 spectral resolution
(~80 km) on 60 vertical model levels [32]. TC rainfall was defined using the precipita-
tion from this dataset for the 1990–2000 period. TC tracks whose category is a tropical
depression, tropical storm, or hurricane over the NATL and EPAC were obtained from the
Hurricane Database, also known as HURDAT, for the same period [33]. Following previous
studies [4,34,35], TC-related rainfall is defined as the precipitation inside a 500 km radius
of influence from the TC center location provided by HURDAT. This approximation has
been widely recognized to compute adequately the rainfall associated with TC passages.
We compared the TC rainfall obtained from ERAI with the TC rainfall in the RCM outputs
for the 1990–2000 period to determine if regional variations are well captured.

2.2. Regional Climate Model Configuration

One of the advantages of using RCMs is that tropical phenomena, such as TCs and
EWs, are better resolved in RCMs than in GCMs, due to their relatively coarser resolu-
tion. For this study, we use an existing RCM ensemble described by Bruyère et al. [7].
ERAI reanalysis drove the Weather Research and Forecasting model version 3.4 (hereafter
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WRF; [36]) for producing the current climate simulations (1990–2000). The RCM ensemble
was forced by using the Reynolds optimum interpolated analysis [37]. The experiments
were designed at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in 2013 and have
been used in various studies in the American continent. The domain of the experiments
ranges from Canada to Brazil and from Hawaii to the mid-Atlantic Ocean (Figure 1). The
domain size is enough for capturing EWs that enter the eastern boundary, whose lateral
boundary conditions are provided by the ERAI reanalysis for the current climate runs and
by the CESM for future climate runs. These EWs become TCs over the NATL within the
RCM domain [7]. Furthermore, the fact that the domain boundaries are far away from
TNA’s continental landmasses lets the regional climate phenomena evolve freely within
the WRF domain, as they are not limited by the boundaries [38].
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Figure 1. Regional climate model domain. Model terrain height (m) and the two study regions:
Tropical North America (TNA) and Main Development Region (MDR).

Three members were chosen from a 24-member model physics ensemble because they
performed an adequate simulation of TC activity for the 1990–2000 period, as described
in Bruyère et al. [7], and were run at 36 km spatial resolution. The three members have
different physical parameterization schemes: radiation scheme (RRTMG [39]); cumulus con-
vection (Kain Fritsch [40], New Simplified Arakawa–Schubert [41], and Tiedtke [42]); micro-
physics (Thompson [43]) and planetary boundary layer (PBL) (Mellor-Yamada-Janjić [44],
and Yonsei University [45]). The Noah scheme [46] was the only land surface scheme used
for the experiments. The three members are listed in Table 1. The four letters assigned
to the three members represent a combination of parameterizations. For example, the
member rtty means that RRTMG is the radiation scheme, Tiedtke is the cumulus param-
eterization, Thompson is the microphysics scheme, and the fourth letter represents the
Mellor–Yamada–Janjić planetary boundary layer scheme.
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Table 1. The physics combinations of the three members used for the future runs. These members use
the same radiation (RRTMG) and microphysics (Thompson) scheme. All simulations are conducted
at a 36 km grid spacing.

Cumulus Convection
Planet Boundary Layer

Mellor–Yamada–Janjić (M) Yonsei University (Y)

Kain Fritsch (K) RKTM
New Simplified Arakawa–Schubert (N) RNTY

Tiedtke (T) RTTY

In this way, we provide robustness of the physical processes to different represen-
tations of atmospheric processes. Future climate runs are designed to provide enough
samples of different atmospheric representations. The CESM [47], which is part of the
CMIP5 [48], drove the future runs under the RCP8.5 future emission scenario [49]. Bi-
ases from this global model were removed before forcing the WRF model, following
Bruyère et al. [50].

2.3. Criteria for Tracking Tropical Cyclones and Easterly Waves in Model Outputs
2.3.1. Criteria for Tropical Cyclones and Attribution of Rainfall

TCs were tracked using the algorithm created by Hodges [51] in the current and future
climate runs. The TRACK technique follows vorticity centers at 700 mb and only retained
vortexes that have these TC characteristics:

1. The sum of the horizontal temperature difference between the storm and its surround-
ings at 700 mb, 500 mb, and 300 mb is greater than 2 K.

2. The mean 850 mb wind speed is greater than the mean 300 mb wind speed.
3. The 300 mb horizontal temperature difference between the storm and its surroundings

is greater than that at 850 mb.
4. The genesis location must be south of 40◦ N.
5. The vorticity centers should retain tropical storm wind intensity for a minimum of

36 h.
6. A threshold of wind speed at 10 m should be met: 12 m/s was for all KF simulations

and 10 m/s for all other simulations [7].

Specifically, the wind criteria were created following the wind profile method pro-
posed by Walsh (2007) [52]. These six criteria have been demonstrated to adequately work
in WRF simulations at 36 km resolution [38]. The TC-related rainfall was also defined as
the 500 km radius of influence from the TC-like vortex center location.

2.3.2. Criteria for Easterly Waves and Attribution of Rainfall

EWs were also tracked at 700 mb using the Hodges algorithm, but with different
criteria:

1. Westward movement;
2. A lifetime of at least 2 days;
3. The first detected points are over the oceanic domain 5–20◦ N;
4. Vorticity centers are 1.8 × 10−5 s−1 or greater;
5. Systems travel at least 1000 km;
6. Wind speed at 10 m should be less than 12 m/s for all KF simulations and should be

less than 10 m/s for all other simulations.

These objective criteria have been widely used in several studies [20,25,53] and have
proved to detect EW frequency adequately. Thus, TCs and EWs are both tracked using the
described objective algorithm. EWs and TCs were matched by determining points where
EW characteristics are accomplished, and then EWs evolve to meet TC features during the
track. In that way, the portion of TCs that come from EWs was obtained for each member.
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The EW-related rainfall was defined following previous studies [23,25], where a
15◦ × 15◦ region around the center provided by the TRACK technique is used to define
precipitation produced by EWs. It is worth mentioning that we suppose that precipitation
matches with the positive phase of EWs and that the precipitation is only constrained to
the 15◦ × 15◦ box. Our approach for considering only the positive phase (represented by
positive vorticity) may result in underestimating the rainfall because the negative phase of
EWs can still produce shallow convection [27]. This assumption may represent a limitation,
and it is discussed in Section 4.

2.3.3. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov Two-Sample Test

We used the Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sample test (KST) to evaluate if the current
and future climate results belong to the same distribution (null hypothesis) [54]. If the null
hypothesis cannot be rejected, the current and future runs belong to the same distribution,
showing no future shifts in climate. In other words, we assume that radiative forcing of
8.5 W/m2 associated with an increase in Greenhouse Gas concentration will not uniformly
cause changes in future climate for all regions from TNA. All future changes are evaluated
at a 95% significance level.

3. Results
3.1. Future Changes in Sea Surface Temperatures and Tropical Precipitation

The CESM provided the sea surface temperatures (SSTs) used to force the three-
member ensemble for the four future decades. Mean SST anomalies are defined as the
annual mean SST values for four future decades minus the SSTs obtained from the Reynolds
optimum interpolated analysis during the 1990–2000 period (Figure 2). The mean SST
anomalies are generally projected to increase across the future decades. In the two near-
future decades, SST anomalies are shown to rise up to 1.2 K. By the 2050–2060 period,
a tropical SST warming is projected to strengthen up to 1.8 K in most regions over the
TNA. Notably, the most extreme changes in SSTs will occur in the Gulf of Mexico, part
of the Caribbean region, and the belt of 5–15◦ N over EPAC, where SST anomalies vary
from 2.4 K to 3 K, for the 2080–2090 period, under the RCP8.5 future emission scenario
(Figure 2). However, this uniform increment in SSTs shown in Figure 2 does not mean a
uniform increase in tropical convection activity in general [55].

Apart from that, several studies that only focus on TCs have revealed an increase in
TC intensity [18,56,57] and TC-related rainfall [16,58] due to changes in SSTs. In particular,
Knutson et al. [18] summarized the key findings of global research about the influence of
climate change on TCs. They mentioned that changes in tropical tropospheric temperature
and SSTs could influence TC activity. Interestingly, TC rainfall rates were determined to
increase globally by about 14% for a 2 ◦C warming at medium-to-high confidence, being
slightly lower for individual basins.

Bruyère et al. [7] estimate that the three members have adequate skill to simulate
precipitation and temperature over Mexico and Central America. However, these members
also have a dry/wet bias (±6 mm/day) and a cold/hot bias (±4 ◦C/day) for the June-July-
August months when compared to the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) during
the 1990–2000 period [59]. The member rnty was the best one at simulating the rainfall over
TNA. Bruyère et al. [7] also show that tropical rainfall is projected to decrease in regions
where the average maximum temperature will increase (i.e., central-southern Mexico
and Central America) for the June-July-August months during the far future decades
(2050–2060 and 2080–2090). On the contrary, their results indicate a rise in tropical rainfall
in some parts of the tropical Pacific Ocean for the four future decades.
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Figure 2. Annual mean (K degrees) and mean anomalies (K degrees) of sea surface temperatures over Tropical North
America with respect to the reference period (1990–2000).

In terms of percent change, the three members agree with an increase by up to 50%
in the summer rainfall over northern Mexico across the four future decades at a 95%
significance level (Figure 3). On the other hand, a decrease of up to 40% in summer rainfall
is projected for Central America, northern South America, and the Caribbean region,
the changes being more uncertain for the latter region (Figure 3). These results are also
consistent with Durán-Quesada et al. [60], who used an ensemble of four GCMs under the
RCP2.6, RCP7.0, and RCP8.5 future emission scenarios. Our results suggest that Central
America, the Caribbean region, and northern South America will experience droughts in
the future, causing water scarcity and impacts in tropical ecosystems [61]. Apart from that,
it is notable that non-significant regions increase their area over Central America during
the two far future decades, pointing out that uncertainty grows for distant futures.
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3.2. Changes in Tropical Cyclones Features: Rainfall and Track Density

Bruyère et al. [7] show that the cumulus and boundary layer parameterizations have
the largest impacts on the annual TC frequency over NATL and EPAC. The observed record
of TC activity was 10 ± 3 TCs per year over NATL and 16 ± 4 TCs per year over EPAC.
The physical combination of Kain–Fritsch with Mellor–Yamada–Janjić “rktm” registered 12
(17) TCs per year over NATL (EPAC). The combination of Tiedtke with Yonsei University
“rtty” produced 8 (14) TCs per year over NATL (EPAC). However, the combination New
Simplified Arakawa Schubert/Yonsei University “rnty” generated 9 (6) TCs per year over
NATL (EPAC), showing fewer TCs than the observed number over EPAC. In general, TC
variability over NATL was successfully captured by the three members during the current
climate runs (1990–2000). For the EPAC, only rktm and rtty were able to simulate TC
numbers inside the range of one standard deviation.

Mean annual TC track density was computed as the number of tracks per unit
area (1◦ × 1◦), and per year from May to November for the three ensemble members
(Figure 4a,c,e), the ensemble mean (Figure 4g), and HURDAT tracks (Figure 4i) for the
current climate runs. In general, TC track density is successfully represented by the three
ensemble members over NATL. However, the spatial distribution of TC tracks is overes-
timated over EPAC in the belt of 10–15◦ N by the members rtkm and rtty (Figure 4a,e)
when compared to HURDAT (Figure 4i). On the contrary, the member rnty underestimates
the mean annual TC track density (Figure 4c), as shown by Bruyère et al. [7]. Interest-
ingly, the ensemble mean adequately represents the observed TC track density over EPAC
(Figure 4g), although it slightly overestimates TC density near the Western Central America
coast.
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Mean annual TC-related rainfall was also computed for the 1990–2000 period using
the ERAI database. In general, all members acceptably simulate TC precipitation (less than
90 mm/y) over NATL (Figure 4b,d,f). The main difference, when compared with ERAI, is
located over the Gulf of Mexico, where TC rainfall is more than 110 mm/yr in some parts
(Figure 4j). Over the EPAC, the members rktm and rtty produce their maximum southwards
(10–15◦ N) of the ERAI maximum (Figure 4b,f). This overrepresentation could be related
to the number of TCs that are simulated over this belt. Nevertheless, the member rnty
poorly represents both TC frequency and TC-related rainfall over EPAC, which balances
the ensemble mean, making it similar to observations over this basin.

Jaye et al. [62] reveal that the members rktm and rnty project a decrease in the TC
frequency over NATL from the 2020–2030 period through the end of the century. Only the
member rtty shows a small increase in TC activity by the 2080–2090 period. Furthermore,
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Bruyère et al. [7] show that the ensemble mean also projects a 30% reduction of the TC
activity over NATL and a 35% decrease over the Gulf of Mexico, which is partly consistent
with Roberts et al. [15], who studied the whole NATL basin. In general, the three members
project a reduction in the spatial distribution of TC tracks over the Eastern NATL but
show slight spatial differences over the Gulf of Mexico for all the future decades, which
are significant at a 95% confidence level (Figure 5). Moreover, the three members and
the ensemble mean project significant negative changes in TC activity over EPAC during
all the future decades, the most abrupt reduction being in the 105–120◦ W region and
near the Central American coast (where TC activity is overestimated by the members
rktm and rtty) by the end of the century (Figure 5). These results are consistent with
Torres-Alavez et al. [8], who found a decrease in future TC activity over EPAC using the
RegCM4 model driven by three CMIP5 models using RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 for making
regional projections over the CORDEX domain.
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In terms of TC-related rainfall, Figure 6 shows that all members project a diminishment
of up to 80% of the mean TC precipitation over the Caribbean region, southern Mexico, and
Central America (not significant) for most decades. This reduction of TC-related rainfall
partly explains the decrease in summer rainfall over Central America and the Caribbean
region, as shown in Figure 3, as TCs contribute up to 15% of summer rainfall [4]. The
RCM outputs have a large uncertainty over the Central American and eastern part of the
EPAC, since the KST shows that the samples belong to the same distribution, and this
non-significant region mainly expands the area during the last two decades.
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A significant increase that ranges from 40% to 200% in mean annual TC precipitation
over semiarid regions, as northern Mexico and the southwestern USA, is projected by the
members rnty and rtty across the four future decades (Figure 6). The member rktm only
projects a rise in mean annual TC precipitation for the 2020–2030 and 2050–2060 decades.
In general, the ensemble mean shows a decrease in the mean annual TC precipitation for
the regions mentioned above and an increase by at least 40% for northern Mexico, mainly
during the 2020–2030 and 2050–2060 decades (Figure 6). These results demonstrate that
the positive changes in summer rainfall over northern Mexico (Figure 3) are essentially
due to an increase in TC precipitation for the members rnty and rtty during the 2020–2030
and 2050–2060 decades, as TCs represent up to 60% of the summer rainfall over semiarid
Mexican regions [4]. Interestingly, these results agree with the observed positive trends in
TC rainfall and TC days over northwestern Mexico found by Dominguez et al. [3] using
CHIRPS during the 1981–2017 period.

3.3. Changes in Easterly Wave Features: Seasonal Precipitation, Track Density, and Tropical
Cyclogenesis

Mean annual EW track densities were computed as mentioned above for TCs per
unit area (1◦ × 1◦). Dominguez et al. [25] examined the EW activity in 10 members of the
24-member ensemble and ERAI for the 1990−2000 period. This study demonstrated that
the members rktm, rnty, and rtty simulate EW activity adequately over the MDR when
compared to ERAI. However, these members underestimated the maximum EW activity
near the West Central American coast (see Figure 10 in Dominguez et al. [25] for further
information). This underrepresentation suggests that vortexes that form near this region
have such strong winds that are not considered EWs because they quickly evolve to TCs.

Using the previous results provided by Dominguez et al. [25], mean annual anomalies
of EW track density were calculated for future climate runs (Figure 7). Over NATL, the
members rktm and rnty show significant negative anomalies of EW track density for the
southern waveguide for the 2020–2030 and 2030–2040 over the MDR, but, later, the EW
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activity is projected to scarcely increase by the end of the century (Figure 7). The opposite
is shown for the northern waveguide. Intriguingly, the member rtty indicates a higher
increment for the southern waveguide during the 2050–2060 and 2080–2090 decades. As
a result, the ensemble mean projects a slight increase in EW activity southwards 10◦ N
(Figure 7), which is the waveguide that provides “the seeds” for the tropical cyclogenesis
that occurs over MDR [22].
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Over the EPAC basin, the members rktm and rtty point out a significant shift of the EW
activity westwards during all the future decades, but the member rnty shows an opposite
signal. In general, the ensemble mean indicates a decrement in EW activity over Central
America (where activity is underestimated in the current climate runs) and an increment
in the EW activity westwards across the future decades (Figure 7). The latter could have
future implications for changes in tropical cyclogenesis locations and the type of TC track
that will prevail over this basin, as TC tracks that form far away from continental landmass
have a drying effect over land [4].

Dominguez et al. [25] also demonstrated that the members rktm and rnty produced
dry EWs, as their associated precipitation was less than 200 mm/yr over EPAC during the
1990–2000 period. However, the rainfall is well represented by the member rtty over the
same basin. For the MDR, the three members adequately captured the EW precipitation.
Additionally, it is important to note that the three members project a reduction by up to
60% of EW rainfall for the upcoming decades, mainly over the Caribbean region, the Gulf
of Mexico, central-southern Mexico, and Central America (not significant). This reduction
is the principal cause for the projected decrease in summer rainfall over those regions
(Figure 3), as EW contribution to summer rainfall ranges from 50% over the Caribbean
region, part of the Gulf of Mexico, and central-southern Mexico, to 60% over Central
America [25]. The latter region results are not significant because it seems that the RCM
outputs have problems while simulating EW rainfall (Figure 8). This constraint is also
shown by the results for TC rainfall over that region (Figure 6).
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In the current climate runs, the members rktm, rnty, and rtty overestimate the mean
annual contribution of EWs to summer rainfall, which is obtained from adding all the EW-
related precipitation divided by the accumulated precipitation from May to November and
then multiplied by 100% to express it in terms of percentage, over the MDR [25]. However,
these members tend to underestimate the contribution to summer precipitation only over
Central America during the 1990–2000 period (see Figure 13 in Dominguez et al. [25]).

Interestingly, the member rtty shows an increase of 16% in the contribution of EWs to
summer rainfall for the 2050–2060 and 2080–2090 decades, mainly over Northern South
America (Figure 9). This rise is probably linked to the projected positive change in EW
activity during the same decades (Figure 7). On the contrary, the ensemble mean shows a
reduction by up to 8% in the contribution to summer rainfall over the Caribbean region and
central-southern Mexico for all the upcoming decades (Figure 9). These results support the
findings shown in Figures 3 and 8 for the same regions, which suggest that the Caribbean
region and Mexico could be affected by drier EWs that could produce less precipitation
over the continental landmass. The latter could have implications for regional accumulated
rainfall and, consequently, water availability. Besides, the KST shows that the results from
rnty and the ensemble mean are not robust for Central America, as future simulations seem
to belong to the same distribution of the current climate runs.

Analyzing TCs that come from EWs is important, as 80% of intense hurricanes orig-
inate from EWs over NATL [63]. In this study, the percentage of TCs that come from
EWs is named tropical cyclogenesis. The hurricane matching technique for the 1990–2000
period shows that 50% of TCs over NATL formed from EWs and 70% of TCs over EPAC
originated from these tropical waves [25]. Additionally, Dominguez et al. [25] found that
the member rktm simulated 28.8% and 43.9% of tropical cyclogenesis over NATL and
EPAC, respectively. The member rnty has similar percentages, 41% and 64.2%, to those
observed for the NATL and EPAC, respectively. Notwithstanding, the member rtty poorly
captured the tropical cyclogenesis in both basins because it only detected 17.7% and 15.8%
of TCs originating from EWs over NATL and EPAC, respectively [25]. In this sense, rktm
(rtty) has large biases in capturing tropical cyclogenesis because the difference with the
observed percentage is 21.2% (32.3%) for NATL and 26.1% (54.2%) for EPAC.
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Figure 9. Mean annual percent change (%) in the contribution of Easterly Waves to summer precipitation in the future
ensemble runs with respect to the reference period (1990–2000). The dotted regions indicate a 95% significance level applying
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sample test.

Even though most of the changes are not significant, the three members and the
ensemble mean indicates a decrease by up to 9% in the number of TCs that come from EWs
over NATL, except for the member rtty during the 2020–2030 period and for rnty during the
2030–2040 period (Figure 10a), whose simulated tropical cyclogenesis has large biases for
the baseline period. These members indicate an increase in the southern waveguide, and
further research should be carried out to understand these changes. Surprisingly, the small-
est decrement in tropical cyclogenesis is projected for the 2080–2090 decade (Figure 10a).
These negative changes for the upcoming decades could probably be associated with
unfavorable large-scale environments for tropical cyclogenesis [62]. For the EPAC basin,
most of the projected changes are not significant. Tropical cyclogenesis is projected to
increase by up to 12% in the members rktm and rtty for the 2020–2030, 2030–240, and
2050–2060 decades, except for the member rnty during the two first decades. However,
rktm and rtty have poor skill in simulating tropical cyclogenesis over EPAC. In general, the
ensemble mean points out a decrease of 5% in tropical cyclogenesis over this basin during
the 2080–2090 period (Figure 10b). Understanding these changes in tropical cyclogenesis
using large-scale conditions over NATL and EPAC remains for future work.
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4. Summary and Conclusions

Tropical Cyclones (TCs) are hazardous tropical phenomena that can produce heavy
rainfall and have dangerous winds, causing high economic losses [3]. However, they can
also transport substantial amounts of rainfall that induce the recharge of water reservoirs,
lakes, and rivers [4]. In that sense, having information about their future regional changes
is crucial for decision makers in planning adaptation and mitigation strategies. Easterly
Waves (EWs) are also important tropical phenomena, as they are not only precursors of
TCs, but also contribute up to 60% of the seasonal rainfall (accumulated rainfall from May
to November) over Tropical North America (TNA) [25].

A three-member RCM ensemble was created by NCAR, using multiple physical
combinations of parameterizations for the current climate (1990–2000) using the ERAI
dataset. The RCM was also driven by the Community Earth System Model (CESM)
under the Representative Concentration Pathways 8.5 future emission scenario, which
is the most catastrophic in terms of emission concentrations, for creating four future
scenarios (2020–2030, 2030–2040, 2050–2060, 2080–2090). Biases from this global model were
previously removed following Bruyère et al. [50]. The objective of having three members is
to provide enough samples of different atmospheric representations. However, the three-
member ensemble does not sample the full range of future possibilities linked to emission
scenarios, GCM internal variability, or even different oceanic responses to radiative forcing.
Our study is a first step towards looking at the meteorological mechanisms that lead to
changes in tropical precipitation due to changes in EWs and TCs. To analyze these changes,
we looked at individual ensemble members rather than the ensemble means.

TCs and EWs were tracked using the TRACK technique created by Hodges [51] in
the current climate runs and the future climate runs of the three members (rktm, rnty, and
rtty). The purpose was to analyze the future changes in EW and TC features: rainfall, track
density, contribution to seasonal rainfall, and tropical cyclogenesis.

Our study reveals that the three members project a reduction in the spatial distribution
of TC tracks over the Eastern NATL, which is partly consistent with Roberts et al. [15],
but these members show slight differences in the spatial distribution over the Gulf of
Mexico for all the future decades. Moreover, the three members and the ensemble mean
project significant negative changes in TC activity over EPAC during all the future decades
(applying the Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sample test), with the most abrupt reduction
in the 105–120◦ W region and near the Central American coast, where TC activity is
overestimated by the members rktm and rtty by the end of the century. In terms of rainfall,
while all members project a diminishment of up to 80% of the mean TC precipitation
over the Caribbean region, southern Mexico, and Central America (not significant), the
ensemble mean indicates an increase of at least 40% in the mean annual TC precipitation
over semiarid regions, such as northern Mexico and the southwestern USA, for the four
future decades.

Our analysis for future changes in EW characteristics shows that the ensemble mean
projects a slight significant increase in EW activity southwards 10◦ N over NATL, which
is the most influential waveguide for the tropical cyclogenesis that occurs over MDR.
Over the EPAC basin, the ensemble mean indicates a decrease in EW activity over Central
America (not significant), where the current climate runs poorly represent EW activity, and
an increment in the EW activity westwards across the future decades. Future changes in
EW activity could have implications for shifts in tropical cyclogenesis locations and the
type of TC track that will dominate over this basin, as TC tracks that do not make landfall
have a drying effect over land [4]. The ensemble mean also projects a reduction by up to
60% of EW rainfall for the upcoming decades, mainly over the Caribbean region, Gulf of
Mexico, and central-southern Mexico. What is even more interesting is that these results are
also supported by changes in the EW contribution to the seasonal rainfall. The ensemble
mean shows a significant reduction by up to 8% in the EW contribution over the Caribbean
region and central-southern Mexico for all the upcoming decades. These results suggest
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that the Caribbean region and Mexico could be affected by drier EWs that could produce
less precipitation over land.

The percentage of TCs that originate from EWs over NATL and EPAC (defined here as
tropical cyclogenesis) is also projected to change in the upcoming decades. The ensemble
mean indicates a decrease by up to 3% in the number of TCs that come from EWs over
NATL during the four decades (not significant). For the EPAC basin, tropical cyclogenesis
is projected to increase by up to 7% on average for the 2020–2030, 2030–2040, and 2050–2060
decades (not significant). However, the 2080–2090 decade projects a decrease of 5% on
average over this basin.

The Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sample test points out that the RCM outputs have
large uncertainty mainly over Central America for the two far future decades (2050–2060
and 2080–2090). Additional RCM simulations are needed to assess if these projected
changes in EW and TC features are robust using more future possible scenarios and other
RCPs. Furthermore, the changes in the large-scale environments that can conduct to an
increase/decrease in tropical cyclogenesis over EPAC/NATL should be further investigated.
Another suggestion for future work is to compare our EW rainfall attribution technique
with other techniques to provide more robustness in our results.

We conclude that future changes in tropical phenomena characteristics could signif-
icantly impact regional precipitation and, thus, future regional water availability. Their
variability in the future can determine periods of droughts with high water demand or
periods of enough rainfall for agricultural activities. In this sense, regional climate change
scenarios should be explored, taking into account changes in the characteristics of tropical
phenomena, as they can transport substantial amounts of rainfall. Additionally, future
tasks should compare results from the HighResMIP ensemble with RCM outputs to gain
an insightful understanding of the information provided in the regional climate change
scenarios.
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